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Lost Lantern is an independent bottler of American whiskey.
Our founders, Nora Ganley-Roper and Adam Polonski, spent a year traveling across the United
States in search of great whiskey. They criss-crossed the country, visiting distilleries in dozens of
states, and meeting the brave founders and distillers who bet their livelihoods for a chance to make
whiskey… often in places where spirits haven’t been made in a hundred years or more.
The best whiskey reflects where it’s made, how it’s made, what it’s made from, and who made it.
Lost Lantern’s mission is to shine a light on those whiskies and the independent spirits who make
them.

American Vatted Malt Edition No. 1
Lost Lantern American Vatted Malt Edition No. 1 is one of the first blends of single malts ever made
in the United States. More than that, it represents the whiskey world’s true spirit of collaboration and
harmony. We brought together the founders and distillers behind some of the country’s most
distinctive single malts, all of whom hand-selected barrels for this unique blend. Over the course of
a single marathon day, we worked, tasted, and blended together. The result was this unique and
special blend.
Lost Lantern American Vatted Malt Edition No. 1 is a 12-barrel blend of single malt whiskies from six
distilleries:
Balcones in Waco, Texas
Copperworks in Seattle, Washington
Santa Fe Spirits in Santa Fe, New Mexico
Triple Eight on Nantucket, Massachusetts
Westward in Portland, Oregon
Virginia Distillery Co. in Lovingston, Virginia
Tasting Notes: Chocolate-covered orange peel and fire-roasted fruits lead on the nose. The palate is
complex and balanced, with rich baking spice, salted pretzel and hints of roasted barley
surrounded by a savory smokiness. The long, warm finish has notes of milk chocolate and sea salt.

Proof: 105
Age: 2 years
SRP: $120
Quantity produced: 3,000 bottles
Release: Winter 2020
Format: 750ml
Bottles per case: 12
Details: Non-chill filtered; no color added
Full barrel details available upon request
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